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MAC schools vary
on views of suit
Each Mid-American Conference school involved in
the class action suit filed by
two Northern Illinois coaches
in January probably will
issue individual responses to
the suit, University attorney
Myron Chenault said yesterday.
He explained that each
school's legal counsel has its
own reasons as to why there
are no grounds for the suit,
and each is viewing it from a
different perspective.
Chenault said representatives from every MAC
school except Miami University attended a strategy
meeting here yesterday.

Research with
Russians continues
The Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan and recent
military upheaval has put a
halt to Russian-American
research in some of the
country's colleges and
universities.
But at the University,
research will continue as it
has in the past. Reports had
indicated that Russian
scientists and scholars were
being denied entry into the
United States.
Reginald D. Noble,
associate professor of
biology, had been working
with Russian scholars fall
quarter and planned further
research for spring quarter.
According to Noble, indications are that the
research will resume as
planned. Noble said he
received a telegram approved by the State Department that indicated the
•
Russians will be returning to
the University in April.
Their research focuses on
the effects of air pollutants on
plant life.
Noble said one reason the
University may not be experiencing problems is
because the research is not
military-linked. In addition,
he said the cooperative environment agreement between the two countries took a
long period of time to formulate, and it's only recently
that meaningful work has
begun.

Board of Trustees
will meet today
A revised budget for
residence and University
dining halls for 197940 and a
proposed 1980-81 budget for
this area will be discussed
today by the University
Board of Trustees.
The only new item to be
brought before the board is
the proposal to offer a
master of arts in Early
Childhood Education.
The meeting is in McFall
Gallery at 10 a.m.

weather
Cloudy. High32F(OC), low
19F (-7C), 90 percent chance
of precipitation.
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Vance, officials debate
status of U.N. panel in
hostage situation
UNITED NATIONS (AP) Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
met with U.N. officials yesterday
in an effort to determine if a
special international comi.iission
can still be used to end the crisis
over the holding of some 50
American hostages in Iran.
Vance conferred with U.N.
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
and memebers of the U.N. sponsored commission who returned
from Iran on Tuesday after failing
in their mission to see the
American hostages.

Iranian revolutionary leader
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini,
changing signals on the commission, refused to allow the international panel to see the
hostages unless they released their
report on the shah's regime before
leaving the country.
THE COMMISSION members
refused the demand and returned
to New York, where Waldheim
indicated the panel's report would
not be released.
Commission co-chairman

"We have no false expectations about the
chances the commission can still do
something positive. But we have no very
desirable options, either."
Carter administration officials,
speaking privately, said they
wanted to make sure there was no
possibility of making progress
through the commission before
abandoning it and deciding on a
new strategy.
"We have no false expectations
about the chances the commission
can still do something positive. But
we have no very desirable options,
either," one official said.

Andres Aguilar of Venezuela was
asked at New York's Kennedy
International Airport if he thought
the panel's mission was a failure.
"No, I don't think so," he replied,
adding that the commissions's
work "is not yet finished."
U.S. officials were disappointed
in the failure of the U.N. panel and
two members of Congress called
for strong action against the
Iranians.

ANOTHER ACKNOWLEDGED
that the commission members may
advise Vance that there is no point
in continuing their efforts.
Members of the commission
were sent to Iran to investigate
Iranian charges against the
deposed Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi with the understanding
they would be allowed to see all the
American hostages.
But after completing their work
they were denied permission to see
the Americans, who have been held
hostage since the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran was seized by Moslem
militants more than four months
ago.

SEN. ALAN Cranston (D-Calif.)
called Tuesday for an international
quarantine of Iran. State Department spokesman Hodding Carter
said, "We understand his concerns," but did not comment
further.
Sen. S. I. Hayakawa (R-Calif.)
urged that Iranians in the United
States be rounded up and held by
the U.S. government until the
Iranians release the Americans.

Building
Wall Street
in
Bowling Green
John Gurtzweiler of
Gurtzweiler Construction Co., Toledo, welds a
girder
onto
the
framework of the new
Wall Street Journal
Building on the comer of
Van Camp and Brim
Roads.

But speaking privately, administration officials said overall
congressional reaction to the
commission's failure has been
"understanding."

staff photo by Tim Westhoven

Elected parliament to decide hostages' fate
by Associated Press

Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
yesterday urged his countrymen to
"dash the hopes" of Iran's
enemies, "especially the oppressive U.S. government," by
voting in parliamentary elections
tomorrow. Khomeini and other top
Iranian leaders have said the
parliament will decide the
American hostages' fate.

Khomeini urged the election of
those "who are faithful to Islam
and the constitution, are free of
tendencies toward left or right, and
are renowned for their good record
and commitment to Islam. The
nation should know that to stray
from this important Islamic task
would be treason to Islam and the
country." His message was
broadcast by Tehran Radio.
A second round of parliamentary

voting is scheduled for April 4, and
the legislature, known as the
Majlis, is expected to convene
several weeks later. It is not known
when the Iranian parliament will
consider the hostage question.
Iranian President Abolhassan
Bani-Sadr said Tuesday the captives won't be released from the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran before
"mid-May at the earliest" because
the parliament needed time to

consider the situation
THE OFFICIAL Soviet news
agency Tass, in a dispatch from
Tehran,
quoted
Ayatollah
Mohammad Behishti, the justice
minister, as saying the conditions
for the hostages' release have not
changed. Tass quoted him as
saying Iran was still demanding
the return of the deposed shah and
the money he allegedly plundered.

Counting heads

ine hostages spent their 130th
day in captivity yesterday.
In London, former chief of U.S.
Air Force intelligence was quoted
as saying that the Iranian militants
holding the hostages are an elite
group of agents trained by the
Soviet Union.
The Daily Telegraph quoted Gen.
George Keegan as saying there is
"irrefutable evidence" that the
Soviets paid $150 million in gold to
establish a corps of 1,000 left-wing
militants in Iran.

$50 billion to be spent by government according to results of 1980 census
by Paul O'Donnell
staff reporter

When the 1980 U.S. census forms
arrive through the mail on March
28, there will be more at stake than
just the compilation of figures.
Federal funds totaling $50 billion
will be riding on the data obtained
by the census, Dave Galdi,
manager of Toledo's Census
Bureau, said.
The amount has increased from
the $7 billion allocated by the 1970
census data, he added.
"As far as federal funding Is concerned, the data identifies areas,
groups and people who need help,"
Galdi said.

TWO UNIVERSITY demographers explained that the
amount of federal funds given to
localities and communities is based
on the population statistics obtained by the census.
"The allocation of federal funds
is one of the greatest single dimensions of the census," Dr. H.
Theodore Groat, a professor of
sociology, said. "People running
communities throughout the country are getting a portion of federal
funds based on the census, population statistics."
Groat said past censuses drew
complaints from community
leaders who felt their population
statistics were not representative

of the community, adding that for
the first time this year there will be
a local review program.
The program will allow community leaders to review the census statistics before they are submitted in an attempt to gain more
accurate Information, Groat said.
FEDERAL FUNDS allocated to
Bowling Green have allowed for
renovation of the city's roads and
waste water treatment plant, Groat
said.
Another important aspect of the
census is the reapportJonment of
seats in state and federal
legislatures.
Dr. Edward G. Stockwell, also a

University professor of sociology,
said the number of federal and
state congressional seats is based
on population statistics, adding
that boundaries and election wards
may be re-defined because of the
1980 census data.
Ohio is likely to lose some of its
congressional representatives,
Stockwell said, because it is not
growing as rapidly as some
Western states.
THE MAIN REASON for the taking of a census is the constitutional
requirement to do so, Stockwell
said The census began in 1790 and
has been taken every 10 years since
then.

Despite the $l-billion price tag on
this year's census, both Stockwell
and Groat agree that the benefits of
the census outweigh its cost.
"In terms of the value we get out
of it, it's worth more than that,"
Stockwell said.
Stockwell and Groat said they
use the census data every day, adding that the data also is helpful in
research.
THE UNIVERSITY uses the
statistics to project trends in college enrollments and in budget and
staff planning, Stockwell said
"We know college enrollment
continued on page 3

U.S. viewed as choice target for terrorist actions
by Denisa Sakal
staff reporter

Recent international military
outbursts are making it increasingly dangerous for Americans, particularly diplomats, to travel to
foreign countries.
According to Dr. Edward L
Shuck Jr., director of international

programs, one reason for the outbursts may the success of
terrorists.
Shuck, who has lived in Indonesia
and the Phillipines and served as a
political officer in Venezuela, said,
"The U.S. government is frequently the object of terrorists because
we are so visible and open." He
said other countries refer to the

United States as the "Big Apple."
"We are also a civilized society,
and we won't retaliate," he added.
SHUCK CITED the takeover of
the U.S. Embassy in Tehran as one
example of American passiveness.
According to Shuck, the embassy
Is a prison and the hostages are the
prisoners, but he added, "What do

we do to Iranian diplomats?
Nothing."
Modern terrorism, which dates
back to the 1930s, consists of
murder, kidnapping and physical
harm to property. The intent of terrorists, Shuck said, is to call attention to a political movement, and
that attention can then be designed
to create an illusion of the power

the terrorist organizations have.
Shuck spoke of the role the media
plays in terrorism explaining, "Our
government can do absolutely
nothing without it being spread in
i.ciwspapers all over the world."
ALSO, terrorism relies on
American opinion. "If they (the
terrorists) can arouse sympathy in

the American public, they can get
the attention they couldn't get
elsewhere."
Shuck said that contrary to
belief, other countries do not
necessarily hate Americans, but
rather are jealous because "we're
too big and powerful, and we have
continued on page 3

'What did you say your role on campus was?'
Being editorial editor for the last
two quarters, I've had the opportunity to sit in on some very important decisions. For example, when
the militants in Tehran took the
Americans hostage, the editors and
I got together and thought that
might just be a page one story.
Sure, there was a lot of debate, but
it appeared to be an important
story, so we got it on front.
When
Russia
invaded
Afghanistan, we were there. Not in
Afghanistan of course, but right
here in the office, next to the wire
machine.
The boycotting of the Summer
Oympic-I had a hand in making
sure that story got a little coverage
in our paper.
And so the quarter went, roleplaying everyday, making those
important decisions.
UNFORTUNATELY, though, the

focus
Gary Benz
general public doesn't get the opportunity to see the daily pressure^
filled deadline-laden decisions that
I've had a hand in.
I live in a fraternity bouse.
Because it's a University-owned
building, it is cleaned by
University-owned maids.
One of the maids stopped me.
"You work at The BO News, don't
you?"
"Sure."
"ARE YOU important over there
or anything?"
"I'm not sure, they let me empty
the garbage, and on days that have
an "r" in them, I get to sweep the

floor."
"You're kidding, aren't you?"
"Yeah, I'm kidding."
"Well, when you're over there,
why don't you suggest a story about
the maids and their role on campus."
"How many maids are there?"
"A COUPLE dozen I suppose."
"How about a 24-part series?"
"You don't have to do that
much/*
"I'm kidding."
"Oh."
"Well, how about it."
"I'll suggest it."
"Thanks."

about gerbils.
"I'm from the biology department, and we have a truckload of
gerbils, just came in from Boise. I
think it would make a great story,
or a great picture at least."
"Well, I'm not sure, why don't
you tell me a little more about it."
"You see, we have these gerbils,
and we run tests on them. You
know inject them with all sorts of
stuff and see how they'll react. I
think you ought to interview someone from biology and find out
the gerbils' role on campus."

story in either. I think we used that
space for the 12-foot french fry
feature.
Then there were the two midgets
that came in.
"Are you anything here?"
I told them the joke about the "r"
in the day.
"We have a great story idea for
you."
"What's that?"
"How about a story about
midgets, and their role on campus?"
"SOUNDS like a short story
(cymbal crash)."
"Real, wisenheimer, huh?
Seriously what do you think?"
"We'll get back to you. We'll send
our minorities reporter over
sometime next week."
"Gee, thanks."
Unfortunately, that story didn't
run either. We used that space for a
story on salad bars.

"WHO SHOULD I go over and
talk to?"
"Well, uh, how about me?"
"Ok, start talking."

SORRY TO SAY, that big story
didn't get any further. We were
"The gerbil, actually geribilius
running something about exotic
pets and we just didn't have the ratius obnoxious, is possibly the
most interesting "
room.
Then there was the guy who
DIDN'T GET chance to fit that
came in the office with the story

I'm stepping down as editorial
editor with a tear in my eye and a
song in my heart. It's been fun. I'd
just like to thank a few people and
/or organizations that gave me
ideas for editorials and columns:
SGA, UAO, GTE, NBC, ABC,
BSU, LSU, DTD and any and all letter organizations.
THANKS TO Pat Hyland. A great
guy and a big help.
Thanks to all the professors I had
this quarter for giving me column
ideas ■ especially Psychology of
Human Sexuality. And special
thanks to Dr. Huffman.
(c) The BG News, 1980.

Gary Benz was editorial editor of
the News.

opinion,
Of apathy
and disillusionment

umffflti

If you can't get something done by deadline, what do
you do?
If you're a newspaper, you panic. If you're Student
Government Association, you just extend the deadline.
That's what SGA did when it didn't get enough applications for next term's elected positions.
According to Sheryl L. Creed, chairman of the SGA
Elections and Opinions Board, there are 26 positions
open. Seven positions were left without candidates.
Also, two senatorial and two executive-candidates are
running unopposed.
All this adds up to disillusionment - disillusionment
oh the part of SGA and the campus community.
Creed, is disillusioned about student apathy toward
SGA.
H can't deal with apathy anyway and especially not
with something as important as this," she said.
Creed is right. Students are apathetic. Students now
are more worried about getting degrees and jobs than
becoming involved with SGA.
But that shouldn't stop SGA. It needs to make its product more attractive. It needs to convince students that
SGA is worth being involved in.
o^t0rwW«M<T**V
This just can't be done by a grand public relations
ploy. It has to show the students that it is working on
*.WBWT>»»r<»*>
worthwhile projects.
It's an age-old cliche, but if students want something
to toe better they have to get involved.
They can't sit back ana say that since SGA hasn't
done anything in the past, it's no use getting involved.
Students have to realize that they have the ability to
dramatically change SGA.
Put back all the pride
Both SGA and University students can sit back and
be-satisfied with the status quo. It's a lot easier to acI would like to respond to a coucept things the way they' ve always been.
ple of the worst letters I've read yet
But it's not always right.
in The BG News.

WPP*'

letters.

respond
If you would like to comment on something in The News or anything of
student interest, write to The News.
The letter or guest column should be typewritten, triple-spaced and signed.
Ijiclude your address and telephone number for verification
; The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that are in
had taste, malicious or libelous.
'. Address your comments to : Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106 University
Ball.
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First to the girls who don't care
how Ron Mason is doing.
Ron Mason made hockey what it
is today In his years at BG. He has
many friends and well-wishers at
the University and in the immunity. This man recruited and
developed so many successful
hockey players It makes your head
spin.
To name a few, Kevin McDonald-player-coach of the Grand Rapids
Owls, Mike Liut-Goalie (#1) for the
St. Louis Blues, Bob Dobek and
Doug Ross of the 1976 Olympic
Team, Ken Morrow and Mark
Wells of the I960 Olympic Team,
Byron Shutt of the New England
Whalers, John MarkeU of the Winnipeg Jets, Steve Murphy and Mike
Hartman now in the IHL., plus
many others who are still involved
in hockey at a coaching or administrative level.
Now to the guy who wants pride
brought back to the BG wrestling
team. (I hope the young man has
proof of the accusations - which are
quite vicious - he has made in bis
letter.)
When Coach Riesen took over the
program it was at the lowest level
ever. I know Tom Mitchell, and
what you say about his accompilahrnents on the mat are
true, but there are two sides to
every story and obviously the
writer knows only one side.
Bowling Green cornpeteing in
Division n and III teams is not
anything new-may I mention a few
such as Grand Valley, George
Mason and Defiance.
In wrestling, ''tough is tough"
whether you are a Division I, II, or

III. Dan Gable couldn't win under
the conditions that Mr. Riesen is in.
Coach Riesen was instrumental
in helping form the Bowling Green
AAU Wrestling Club. He works
with the team leaders in the community and really cares. One of the
reasons he has trouble getting
"blue chip" wrestlers at BG is
because the athletic program has
no credibility or decent facilities
for the wrestlers. Word gets around
about such matters as the Lacrosse
players having the rug pulled out
from under them after school
started. Ask the Lacrosse recruits
how they feel. I do agree that pride
should be put back in the Bowling
Green athletic program, but in all
sports not just non-revenue sports.

T. Jeff ire, Jr.
Pre.., B.G. Wrestling Club )231
P.S. With the budget Mr. Riesen
has at Christmas time when some
of bis wrestlers are in town, he
feeds them himself and finds It
necessary to find other families to
help him out (Is this any way to
runs railroad?)

An uncalled-for act
I was disgusted recently when I
saw the "junk'' art statue pushed
into the bushes outside of McFall
Center. I had an image of BG
students as being above such a petty act, but it was shattered by an
uncalled-for act of Immaturity on
the part of a few.
I can't help but think that this act
was the result of the letter published in the News last Friday (March
7) concerning the statue.
This letter called the statue a
"threat to women," and claiming
that it brought back memories of a
friend's nightmare of a fatal abortion. Where the author got the idea
that the statue was a threat to
women still puzzles me. I cannot
begin to see her interpretation, nor
can anyone who I have discussed
the letter with.
Beauty, it is said, is in the eyes of
the beholder, meaning that each
person has the right to their own
opinion. But one's opinion does not
give that person the right to destroy
the work of another. Especially
when that opinion is shared by a
minority. I'm sure that the author
did not commit this act, but I am
not so sure that her letter didn't

DOONESBURY

motivate someone else to commit
it
This incident raises some interesting questions: Should this artist have his worked destroyed
because he used the shape of a
woman instead of a man? Had he
used the shape of a man, would it be
viewed as a violent threat to all
men? Or would it bring back
memories of a fatal vasectomy? Or
worse, wi/j'd it be condemned as
being obscene because of the unsubtle curvature of the male body?
The artist took the only safe option in using the shape of a female
body. Besides, a woman's body is
more a thing of beauty than a
man's. Yes, spoken like a true male
chauvinist, but I'm sure many
women share my view.
My final comment to the author
of the "anti-statue" letter: You
should have done some research
before Claiming that nude pictures
and statues cause people to commit
rape. Everyone from feminists and
psychologists to a presidential
committee investigating obscenity
have done research proving the
contrary.
Tracy Collins
344Compton

by Garry Trudeau
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Tour meeting to be held

Flying Club meets today

An informational meeting for those interested in a
simmer European bicycling tour, jointly sponsored
by the University and American Youth Hostels Inc.,
will be held at 7:30 p.m. today in the Town room,
Union. The tour is scheduled for July 17-August 24
and will include Luxembourg, Switzerland, Austria
and Germany. Cost of the tour is $1,450. Those interested in the program who cannot attend the
meeting should contact Robert Beard, tour director, at the University School of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation, 372-2209.

The BGSU Flying Club will meet at 8:30 p.m. today in 101 Business Administration Bldg. Alpha Eta
Rho, aviation honorary, will be discussed at the
meeting, which is free and public. For information
call Julie Stripeik at 372-6667.

Dance Club meeting set
The Dance Club will meet at 7:30 p.m. in today 106
North Gym. Officers will be elected.

Correction
Tickets for the April 7 lecture to be given by Andrew Young, former U.S. ambassador to the United
Nations, are available at the Union Activities Office, Amani Room and Student Services Building,
and at both Finders Records Stores, 1432 E. Wooster
St. and 128 N. Main St. Students must show a
University ID to receive tickets, which are free and
limited to four to each person. Ticket information in
the briefs column of yesterday's News was incorrect. The News regrets the error.

Correction
Gene Minichello, University senior, and Steve
Williams, junior, were inadvertently omitted from
the list of undergraduate members of the Advisory
Committee on General Fees Allocations in the News
yesterday. The News regrets the error.

PRSSA to host Fling
The University chapter of the Public Relations
Student Society of America will host a Pre-Spring
Fling party from 9 p.m. to midnight today at the
Cherrywood Club, 815 High St. All members and
their guests are invited, and are requested to wear
summer garb. A beverage donation of $1 is suggested.

The University Equal Righto Amendment Action
Team will sponsor a letter-writing party for the
ERA at 7:30 p.m. today at 314 N. Main St To arrange for a ride to the meeting, or for information,
call the Women's Center at 372-2281.
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Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars
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will decline in the 1980's and the
census data also tells us that we
will need fewer staff members," he
added.
The statistics also can be used to
assess occupation outlooks, Groat
said, which is important to
graduating college students.
There are both long and short
versions of the census, and this
year about 78 percent of the population will receive the short form and
the remaining 22 percent will complete the long form.

Controversy has always surrounded the census- many feel the
questions asked are too personaland this year is no exception.

THE LONG FORM contains 43
questions and takes about 45
minutes to complete. The short
form has 19 questions that take
about IS minutes.
Galdi said the 1970 census reached 97.5 percent of the country's 222
million people.
"They (the census bureau) have
a very elaborate ratio procedure to
inflate the data to 100 percent
representation," Stockwell said.

"The income question is the one
that most people object to," Groat
continued, "and it's the most indispensable of all the questions."
All of the questions contained in
the census are mandated by laws
passed by Congress, Galdi said, adding that the income question is only on the long form.

Shuck

ERA party to be sponsored

from page 1

"THERE ISN'T anything more
controversial in this census than
there was in 1970, 1890, or 1790,"
Stockwell said.
Groat said the most personal
questions on this year's form are
the number of bathrooms in a
household and the household's
yearly income.

HOWEVER, government is not
the only user of census data.

from page 1

too much of a good thing."
But Shuck said he does not think
the five-man commission investigating the Iranian situation
entered the country with any
predispositions about the United
States.
"If they make a report at all, I
suspect it will surprise the extremists in Iran," he added.

the kidnapping in Iran to be any
more successful than it already is.
We cannot give in to their
demands. The U.S. cannot give in
because all other governments will
be inclined to do so," he explained.

■;.;

But voluntarily refraining from ■
travel could have positive results.
Shuck said the major element
behind the Summer Olympics
boycott is to cut into the Russians'
"pocketbook." He added that the;
same strategy could be used
against Iran.
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was once planted in the embassy
and a car was blown up. But he
never feared for his life.
He added that he does not think,
there ever will come a time when *
Americans would be restricted-'
from entering another country
because of fear for their lives.

Because of the embassy
takeover, Shuck said, it was his
understanding that the United
States is attempting to make
American embassies less visible by
decreasing the number of embassy
officers at the locations.
While he worked in Venezuela
(1962-63), Shuck said, shootings occured almost every night, a bomb

SHUCK SUPPORTED the
government's response and actions
to the Iranian crisis and said it is
important to refrain from giving in
to the militants' demands.
"There is no way we can permit

MARCH
OF DIMES

Groat said private businesses are
making greater use of the statistics
in all facets of business.
For example, Groat said the.
Ford Mustang came out when the
census data indicated the male18-25 age group was "about to explode."
' •
The Census Bureau prides itself .
on the fact that the information ob-,
tained has never been exploited.
Groat said that part of the reason it
has not been exploited is because
the information must be kept,
private for 72 years.
"I used to work for the Census.
Bureau, and you are required to take an oath and swear in blood
before you are allowed access to
the information." Stockwell said.
Stockwell contends that "if you
don't fill out the census, you're only
cheating yourself."
And the slogan for the 1980 census
solidifies Stock well's comment:
"We're counting on you. Answer
the census."

Friday Night

Now Opening

4 P.M. TO CLOSE

Bowling Green's

Our Lake Perch
Special Is Back!

ONLY

Lake Perch Dinner,
choice of potato, solad
bar 8 roll & butter.

TANNING CENTER
Qt

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

FISH

Rompers

■

;

liiLi

WALK a little SAVE a lot
A unique three
part system,
creating
individualized
designs.
Consultation &
Design
Perming & Precision
Haircuttlng=
Beautiful
Personalized-Hair
Design

S.M.L.

Asst. styles
\BHJXftf

_.

CrauMifl
ferftraaiee!
TMB HAMCUTTINO PLACE

i
■
BEE QEE CENTER 352-9158
Next to New Rink's at 1660 North Main
WOOOVILLE MALL 093-5333
At Main Entrance across from Fox Theatre
FRANKLIN PARK MALL 472-6436
At SW entrance opposite Ohio Citizens Trust
(10 percent discount for BG students on any
service...and no appointment ever needed!!)

Permanent Texturized
Design

When the sun
shines— Terry
Rompers come
out to play
— Asst. colors.
S.M.L. $16.00

Because your head is unique, the way your hair
grows is equally unique Really quite different from
every one else's.
Precision haircutting is a technique for cutting
the hair in harmony with the way it grows Your
hair eventually grows out but it doesn't lose its
shape with a precision haircut Consequently your
haircut will look as good after five days as it does
after five minutes And because the hair falls
naturally into place you won't have to keep fussing
with it. Usually a shake of the head does it.
At Command Performance we shampoo,
precision-cut and blow dry your hair for fourteen
dollars, whether you're a gal or a guy And no
appointments are ever necessary
We also offer permanent waves, coloring,
frosting and conditioning But we really shine with
precision And so will you

2U

Furnished Apt.
9 mo. lease $325.00'

QowU &uff

including gas heat

par month

S2S RIDGE ST.
FREE PARKINCLOOK FOR SIGN

■:■

^iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

>.-..II

\fflVM.i.0j.Uj.i.i.iX0^

\

143 W. Wooster

Coll 353-3281
or 352-4113 for details

Includes Salad Bar rolUbufl»r

The Precision Haircut
Explained Precisely.

HAIR UNLIMITED

coo $3.09

*****
m

Jha
ARRANGEMENT
l23E.Coiirt

*■

|

20% OFF on
Permanent
Texturing
Mar. 14th-22nd
With College ID

J

319 E. WOOSTER STREET
PHONE 353 3641

352-4101

Appointments not always necessary
We use ond recommend

1

«REDKEN;

products.

\

T.

5
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Sunning indoors:

classified

It

lisT 1 FOUND
^st dark tan. leather hooded
caat at Howard's with set ot key*
tajpocket Reward, call 7 1769
Lest set of kevs in Math Science
Wag Reward Linda, J 2591
Feund M . tan, well trained, ao
pro.
1 vr old pt. German
tfcepherd, med
sued. Near
yjooo Cnt, airport 37? 3176
lt)OES
ftriders needed to help with gas
l(> Miami Leaving Ivth or Win
Jp J336 alter 10pm
HELP' 7 7, FUN LOVING GIRLS
QCSPERATELY
NEED A
CHEAP PLACE TO STAY WITH
OTHERS SOMEWHERE IN
FLORIDA' DON'T NEED A
AIDE DOWN, JUST A PLACE
tp$TAY.CAlL JJJ-JIO0.
Hide available tor 1 people to
Oearwater. Fla
Can leave
fny'.me Call R L 37J64J7.
SERVICES OFFEREO
LYRIC AUTO import service
'specializing in VW's. Same Day
Service or by appt 129S3 Kramer
pjl Ph 357 7D31
•June Day Typesetting Service
on Most Jobs. Bring Us Your
Iftports, Indexes, Manuals,
Forms Programs, Bulletins And
IfRSumes
41 Type Faces
Available Call The Fiatlands
Trader Newspaper 351 ISM.
tbund Machine has music for
»ver, type ot party Auditions
available in our studio Call
Lerr, 352 1007

Congratulations to ZBT House
Champions. Ping Pong Mark
Dewey
Backgammon Terry
Vogeisong. Air Hockey-Larry

Siegei
0 le' Thursday is B & B Day at
Sub Me Quick 2 beel a. beet Bur
rltos with small fountain drink
SI 75 EAT IN ONLY
GIANT POSTERS, Black", white
S7 SO. Si 24" x 16 ", or color SIS 95
Si 14'' x 20" or S1995 Si 20" x
30" made from your pictures,
album covers, etc. Also wallet
site, 8" x 10" SASE Calypso
Gifts, Old Towne, Southwyck,
ToJedo^OH 43»I4
SHOW OFF YOUR TAN
APRIL4 N E COMMONS
•:PO-I2:00

WANTED

Appearing at SUBMEQUICK
every Sat. night 9pm to lam Ron
Conner & his guitar. No cover
Happy Happy Hours Spm to
7pm.
Customized T Shirts, lerseys &
sportswear Group rates for date
parties, hall parties, fraternity &
sorority
Low Cost. Fast
Delivery. 352 5471

Alpha Phi's Come join us in the
Sun for our Get Psyched for
Florida tea Fri. night. The
SAE'S.
SHOW OFF YOUR TAN
APRIL IN E COMMONS
1:00-12:00.

DJrugman Baker, Best wishes for
fSquasi stoned, mind boggling &
i»aln cell destroying 21st birth
My. I hope your body can withs
■nd the abusa of 21 more.-PQ.
*9ngralulations Ben & Laura on
v#ur lavallertrM. lefraa.
BMthers of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Kfn sorry things didn't work out
for me & the house. I hope there
aren't any hard feelings I still
believe that Slg Ep Is the best
house at BGSU. No matter what
happens in the future, I'll always
hmve fond memories of pledging
Spring Quarter, 1979. And Tom,
i:M always consider you my big
pother Steve K PS Get psych

Sphere's more than one way to
Sjecome a Navy Officer. In add!Aon to the Naval Academy &
SlROTC. there's Officer Can
Sjpdate School at Newport, Rhode
M»land Find out how you can apo
try for a commission by contac
f«ng the NAVY OFFICER PRO
ARAMS
MANAGER
at
WU5224U0 (collect). You may
Jfind out that the career you're
•(poking for in the field you want Is
SMaltlng for you in Tha Navy,
■prorldwlde travel, outstanding
Jlienefits A opportunities for ad
•fenced education could be yours
Jgoner than you expected
•4j«.elanie. Happy 22nd
E»£E YOU SOONIIItlMI
JBpYl.1 BILL

Babysitter In my home
17
noon 3.30 pm Mon Fri. Close to
campus 35? 0795 am's or pm's
CLEVELAND SUMMER JOBS:
$3.50 i».0O hr. College Painters.
Inc. has over 40 positions
available for exterior residential
work. Interview sessions will be
held at 1:00. Sat.. March 27.
March 79 ft April 5 at College
Painters, Inc. 13070 Drexmore.
Cleveland, Oh. 44120. (1HI
752 4000 Write or call for application.
FOR SALE
NEW SEARS Die Hard with war
ranty Was 156, now S4S* Call
35? 1928
Vacuum cleaners: Hoover por
tapower with attach 135 Hoover
Upright S20. Call 352 7814 after
4pm.
FREE PUPS! Terroodles 2 F. 1
M 352 2814 after 6pm.

I M. rmte. needed for 2 bdrm
apt
located at 117 and half
Lehman, tor Spr & Sum. qtrs.

1977 Granada
Landau roof,
radial* includ
Low mileage
after 5 pm.

SI25 mo all utll pd Call 353 1352
late afternoons or eves
F. rmte. needed, school yr., SO 81,
maybe summer too. 2 bdrm. apt.
non smoker please. Call Tammy
352 1175

with AC. PS. PB.
wht steel belted
7 snows- 302 CID.
& clean. 352 7178

AM FM
stereo
receiver,
speakers. Gerrard turntable, ISO.
Call 352 0363

F rmte needed Spr Desperate.
Very close to campus on Wooster
St house. 352 3350
F. needed Spr Qtr. to subls. apt.
352 4969 Kendra
RESUME
TYPESETTING
352 3531.
F. rmte. wanted Spr. Qtr. only.
4th St S95 per mo Furn Call
352 08*4

'71 Delta 88 Dependable, runs
well, good tires, recent tune up.
J350. 354 1453
Advertise Your Unwanted Items
For Free in The Fiatlands
Trader Newspaper, Pay A Com
mission Only If Your Item Sells
Call 3523539. 75.000 Readers
Weekly!
Don't have enough in your room!
Loft for sale inquire at 372 3983.
Leaylrrfl after this quarter
Yamaha YP D4 turntable.
Yamaha CA610 Amplifier, Grado
F3E Cartridge, Gustort 1480
Cabinet, Yamaha TC 320 deck,
disc washer system, 2 Infinity

M. rmte Spr. Qtr. S93 mo. plus
elec. AC, cable TV, indoor pool,
Jim, Frank or Steve 352 0154

Every Thurs., Fri & Sat at Sub
Me Quick Happy Happy Hours
Spm 7pm 143 E wooster

3,000 speakers. All 6 mo. old.
353 0055 days, 352 8528 nights
FOR RENT

F. rmte. to share apt. for 8011
school yr. I blk. from campus.
Call Cind, 353 3451

2 bedroom
35? 2356

KAPPA SIGS You guys are the
BEST of the partying kind Sat.
nlta was a "HELL" of a time.
Loye,_ your crazy Ctii O dates.

1 or 2 F. rmtes Spr. Qtr. S75 mo.
354 1353.

RESUME
TYPESETTING

iH:»M
BURRITOS Now at Sub Me
Quick. .79 eanti aa. Til SO
SHOW OFF YOUR TAN!
SHOW OFF YOUR TAN!
SHOW OFF YOUR TAN!
DOLLAR paid tor gold

SSTOP

class rings**. Call Steve 372 ISO*
or Stephanie 354-1*17.
DAY TON A BOUND?? We need
females fo cut motel costs. Call
Chrll 15*1677.

i)d for May 3.
^Oon't let old man winter get you
tijlown. Come on uptown to SubjKe Quidc & let us put a little sun
i^fiine in your lite. Happy Happy
^ijours 5pm 7pm every Thurs.,
Hat.
t»rL_ft
Sfohn Y. White, why can't we be
—awn
sJVlends?? Have a good break A
Nj" we ,ou Spring Quarter!??"

Waiters or waitresses. Must be
able to start immediately Apply
in person. Corner Kitchen. 183 S
Main

F. rmte needed JW SO, 1 bdrm.,
Spr Furn. 119 University Lane.
352 14*2.
1 or 2 F. rmtes. Spr. Qtr Close to
campus Call jenmler at 354 1239.

Tha State Basketball Tourna
ment tor the Mentally Retarded
will be held at BG SU this year! 11
March 281h & March 29th. Be
tntrgll

SHOW OFF YOUR TANI
SHOW OFF YOUR TANI
StJOW OFF YOUR TAN!

Thanks for the surprise to all the
Phi Delis The breakfast you
cooked us made us all melt We
think you guys ere all out of sight
cut when you do it, you do it
right! Love the Chi O's

WIN CASH FOR SPRING
BREAKI Buy a raffle ticket to
day through Friday In University
Hall. WinS25 or more. Drawing Is
St. Patrick's Day. Sponsored by
the Beniamin Franklin Society.

iV*"

PERSONALS

Rusty, It's been real! Thanks tor
being such a great roommate
Love, Zig & Sunn,

The Sisters of Delta Zeta wish to
congratulate Nancy A Dave on
their DZ Du pinning. Best
wishes

Beer Delivery from Sub Me
Quick 143 E Wooster lor details.

pASY
EXTRA
INCOME!
SJ0O 1000 Stuffing envelopes
Cuaranteed Send self addressed,
•lamped envelope To DEXTER
atNTERPRISES 303? Shrine PI
LA. CA 90007

Active Christians Today Worship
Service will be held at 210 Moth
Science Bldg., 10:30 am, this Sun
da, (3 16) only

Are the Phrats Ready?
Are the Phrats Ready?
Are the Phrats Ready'

Pregnancy Aid & Understanding.
E/WPA
352 5)51 & 2>7 4639
fcjrth control, test for pregnancy.
vD early abortion at Toledo
Medical Services. Call (419)
jiff 3179 for an appt.

DON'T BUM OUT iust cui ya
gotta work over break Go home
a winner There's an AM FM por
table radio. A cassette car stereo
4 ski weekends. You can't miss
on the AM that isn't WFAL 680
AM it's your choice

Betas First it was Ice skating &
then a fantastic tea, that made
being a Beta Lil' Sis the best
thing to be! Let's do it again
soon! We Love Yal Tha Lll
Sisses,
We the Chi O's we don't
drink...WE Chug! Congratula
tlons on winning the Sigma Nu
"—r ritual
The Mountains are only in stereo
today & Fri. First 3 callers
tomorrow with correct answers
win. WFAL aaO AM. Mala.
Jeanie (Queen le)-your roomies Si
friends are gonna miss you this
Spring! Best of luck with Mike
Jane, Sue, Trudy, Dottle &
Kathv.
Chi Omega announces its
neophytes, Mary Sammon, Kim
Simon, Karen Dimmer, Judi Letsinger, Anne Schlndleholi,
Cheryl Kelt, Lynda Morrivoe &
Cathy Lewis. Congratulations.
The Luck of the IRISH will make
the DELT party tonite the bestl
Looking forward to seeing you in
vour aroonl Lll Sisses.

Help Prevent £S
Birth
(|
,
Defects

3 F. rmtes. for Sum. Qtr 4 bdrm
house I blk. from campus. Call
Pat at 372 5895
F. rmtes needed for Spr. SO, own
room, clow to campus, turn. Call
Donna or Cathy 352 8313.
3 F. rmtes to sublet apt Spr. Qtr.
Close to campus. Call Deb
372 37*2.

furnished

apt.

Apt. to sublet, summer, $185.
Furn. University Lane. Call Linda 352 146?
831 7th St Silverwood Bldg Sum
mer or Fall, 2 bdrm., turn. apts.
Reasonable Rates. John Newlove
Real Estate. 352-6553.
1 bdrm apt. near campus 618 N.
Mam $150 00 mo plus util Spr &
Sum, avail now. Call Gary
352 8157

M. rmte. needed Spr. & or Sum.
Qtrs Nice neigh. $105 mo. Intluds util , cable Ph 352 1456

Unfurn. effic. for subls $205 mo.
util. pd. Avail, immed. if Interested call 352 6142, ask for
Glenn

1 F. rmte. needed to subls. apt.
for Spr. Qtr For more info, call
352 5973

Now leasing SUMMER APTS.
Call ALBERT
NEWLOVE
3525163

I F. wanted Spr. Qtr Close to
campus. S294 qtr. includs. utll.

Summer 521 E. Mery near Offhr
Twr.s2bdrm. furn., $400. For en
tire summer. Call John Newlove
Real Estate 15? 6553,

Ca!Li513i4*.
Top of house to subls for Spr.
Qtr. Looking for 1 rmte. or so
meone 10 take over. 2 bdrms. up
town location. 133 and half N.
Church 3515*28.
1 or 2 M. rmte. needed for Spr.
Qtr. Own bdrm., heat & air pd.

iaim.

F. needs apt. Spr Qtr. only
Prefer 1 bdrm. efflc Will shore
apt. if single rm is avail. Call
372 5884 after 4:30 Becky
M or F rmte. for Spr. Qtr. Own
bdrm., pool, cable, nice place.
Call 3S4-11S*.
Rmte. needed Spr. Qtr. 11 The
Windmill (next to DZ House).
Si 10. mo. util. od. Call 3S2-1S4*.
HELP WANTED
RESUME
TYPESETTING

UU&fc
Victoria Station

Cocktail

help

wanted. Must pt 21. MMIOe.
Babysitter is) Spr. Qtr. Mon.-Fr.
Either I all day or 1 a.m., 1 afternoons. I cute lovable baby!! Call
alter 4 pm, 352 230»;

w

vals, depending on the individuals
skin type.
THE FIRST dose is equal to
about an hour and a half in the
natural sunlight, Fite said.
"It's great for people who don't
have time to spend outdoors."
Fite also pointed out that the artificial suntan provides excellent
skin conditioning for those going to
sunnier climates on vacation and
also aids in maintaining that tan.
"After eight to 10 visits, you'll
have enough conditioning to the sun
so that you don't have to hide from
the sun in Florida. You can lay on
the beach without spending the
next two days in bed with a bum,"
she said.

by Cralg S. Hyde

You don't have to live on the West
Coast to take advantage of the
latest craze. It has arrived in Bowling Green.
What makes the instant suntan so
popular is that it provides all the
benefits of a beautiful tan while
eliminating the negative aspects
such as burning and blistering,
says Linda Kite, owner of Hair
Unlimited, 143 W. Wooster St.
The unisex salon installed two
tanning booths about a week ago,
and Fite said it already has attracted several customers.
"I'm pleased," she said. "About
a dozen people have signed up, and
I have had twice as many calls."

THE BOOTHS at Hair Unlimited
are completely private. Each consists of a small dressing area and
the lighted area where the
customer stands to soak up the
rays.
Fite said most customers wear
bathing suits or underwear while
tanning. Protective eye goggles
must be worn.
Standing in the 3-by-3 booth, the
customer is surrounded by particle
board walls covered with a shiny
foil-like material. In each of the
four corners are two 6-foot bulbs.
The bulbs are ultraviolet, and,
unlike the common sun lamps that
many people use at home, they give
off very little heat. There is no
unpleasant sweating or heat, just a

FITE SAID she was in Toledo
when she got the idea for the tanning center.
"I was buying supplies for the
shop, and I saw a brochure and got
interested because I wanted to expand the business. I thought the two
would go well together.
"There is only one tanning booth
in Toledo now," she added.
Fite said customers can use the
booths while waiting for hair appointments or afterwards.
Each customer starts with a 1V4-2
minute dose of ultraviolet rays, no
matter what skin type he or she
has, Fite said. Then the dose, which
is strictly timed at each visit, can
be increased at 15-30 second inter-

for Best Selection
Luther III Apartments

733-755-777
ManvHIe Ave.
2 Bedrooms
1'/*• Baths
9 Month Lease $280 per month
KoaooM
to- *• . 13

JH.

9 o.m. - 10 p.m.

1-800-438-8039

M0IWS

NOW RENTING!
Creenview Apts.
352-1195

The total hair care specialists

131 W. Wooster
352-2611

Summer & Fall

Fool & Party
Room

HOURS:

to •- ■ 11-

i

l

m

LI . m
LIVING

D
D

noou

?
MODCl

I

OPEN

S 30-6:30

1Y

73

AFTOMTMiNT

Pendleton Realty Company

FIND IT AT FINDERS'

Attention Grad. Students. Cozy,
energy efficient effic. apts. with
attic storage, built in bookcases,
shag carpet, fabric covered
sound controlled walls, short
term leases avail., reduced
security deposits, call now
352 0590. South on Main behind L
ft K
3 bdrm hse. avail. Sept 15. half
blk. from campus. Dishwasher,
very clean
Call after 5pm,
352 0316.

BEST SELECTION IN TOWN
AT THE LOWEST PRICES AROUND.

COLUMBIA

128 N. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN

1432 E. WOOSTER ST.
CAMPUS

"Buy II Once. Enjoy II A LHetlmc.
Recorded Mualc Is Your Beat Entertainment Value:

Campus Manor now renting for
summer. Special Rates. AC. Ph.
352 9302 or 352 7365 eves

BiuyJOEL
GtASS

1 bdrm. furn. apt. for Spr. Qtr 2
blks from campus Call 35? 0329

HOUSES

NEWLOVE APARTMENTS. 801
6th St. 2 bdrm. house. $280 mo.
plus all util. 825 Sixth St. 3 bdrm.
house $375 mo. plus all utll.

MForLsyrta
MxiMay
■a Right

j&sjja

JOURNEY

DEPARTURE
including:
Any Way You Want hfWWl L*. A Lady
Precious IimelWhere Were VoulSlay A«h».

ELVIS COSTELLO
MiuVlATTMCTWNS

GET HAPPY*/

20SONGS! 20!

Don't Ml
Ma Why

(—""*-*

HiSua
nockandRoa
lb Ma

■■'■'.

M

*na cnntnuym IT im rmnantn

FC 36384
Get an entirely new view
ol Billy Joel's art with "Glass
Houses." Ten new songs Irom one
completely musical man.

NOW ONLY
ARE YOU
COMING
UP SHORT AT
THE END OF
THE MONTH?

\
PLUS THOUSANDS MORE!

Tfttra s one thing thof s prooooiy common to o» coHtga students
They hove io watch the* finances Here s news about some help you
may be able to get
Air Force ROTC hos tour, three ond two-year Khotarships that pro
v>de you $100 a month ond cover o" tuition books and lob lees As on
AFR0TC code' you II enter on exciting program ot Air Force instruction
thai prepores you for one of the most gratifying management jobs
ovoHoWe today
Then, as o commissioned officer m the An Force, you a find responsibility and cnoHenge from your very first assignment
youN find that
people respect you tor what you do bast
Consider the Air Force as one of your goo's ond consider me
AFROtC program as o road to that goal it you need financial help to
free your mind tor your studies, 'ind out about AFQOIC scholarships to
doy
the

Dept.

164 Memorial

Hall

FC 36339 After their smash
single "Lovin', Touchm'. Squeezin',"
from the "Evolution" album, Journey
moves on. And beyond. With
"Departure"—a new album filled with
more of the power-parked sound
that's made them a ma(or force in
rock music today.

NOW ONLY

f ONLY .

$

4.

96

PLUS THOUSANDS MORE!

• Stereo Needles • Record Care Products •
• Gift Certificates • BBeVBCiJ V-eCBBt® & ifEBi^eC^

of Aerospace Studies
353-6093

v^ /imlwfm^£>
ROTC

«i.

JC
36347 Get
"Get
Happy!!"
Twenty songs on one new Elvis Costello album. All different.

Albums • 8 Trades • Cassettes • 45's • Blank Tapes

YOUR MUSIC
LIBRARY

Gateway to o great way of life.

353-3641

b

We feature fffrRFDKFNI'products

Room for rent In home of faculty
person. Summer, Fall, Wtr., Spr
Ing.
Meals
avail.
Rates
negotiable Call 352 0949.

'

Contact

Moo So.

• o-m. • 6 pjn.

ife

»

KonooM (—I

A NUMBER of people have expressed concern over the safety of
the process and the bulbs.
Fite pointed out that the B-range
bulbs protect the skin.
"These are the rays that some
dermatologists use in treating their
patients," she said.
She added that a person who uses
the tanning center is most likely a
person who would be in the sun
anyway, if he could.
"THE RISKS of cancer are about
equal for either. If you go in day
after day you could be suseptible to
cancer. Anything is possible with
cancer," she said.
Dr. Marjorie Conrad, a general
practitioner in Bowling Green,
said, "Most doctors feel that too
much sun is not good for the skin.
You never know what damage you
may do to the skin. I'm not happy
with it at all."
Conrad pointed out that some
drugs may react unfavorably with
the sun.
Use of the booths is offered on a
membership basis. A package of 20
visits costs $35, and the 20 visits
must be used over a 60-day period.
Fite says she hopes the new craze
will catch on in Bowling Green.
"A tan is healthy looking," she
said. "I feel better and more
energetic if I have a tan. It gives
you an affluent look."

SPECIAL UNIPERMS
Only at ONLY $20

ABORTION
TOLL FREE

fWVWi

LEASE NOW

comfortable warm feeling on the
skin, Fite said.

IDonlWant
ToBaAlofM

March

of Dimes

Tanning booths are cloudy day alternatives

Ir

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK
MON-SAT
SUNDAYS

9A.M.-10P.M.
11 A.M - 6 P.M

3-13-80 The BG News 5

elsewhere
Carter looks to finish Kennedy
CHICAGO (AP) - The arena of
presidential competition shifted yesterday
to Illinois, where President Carter is
bidding for a knockout victory over Sen.
Edward Kennedy, and Rep. John Anderson
wants home state voters to make him the
Republican alternative to Ronald Reagan.
White House press secretary Jody
Powell, buoyed by Carter's three-state
shutout of Kennedy in the South, described
the Massachusetts Democrat as having
failed to capture the imagination of the
nation.
A public opinion poll published yesterday

by the Chicago Tribune said Carter, who
stampeded Kennedy in the Florida,
Alabama and Georgia primaries, was
running well ahead in Illinois.
The Tribune said Carter was favored by
62 percent and Kennedy by 23 percent.
ON THE Republican side, a statewide
poll taken jointly by the Chicago Sun-Times
and WMAQ-TV rated Anderson as the
preferred GOP candidate in his home state-as did a Tribune poll.
The veteran congressman, who finished a
poor third in the Southern primaries
Tuesday, is trying to stake out a claim as

the lone GOP alternative to Reagan, the
former California governor.
For his part, Reagan was eagerly
awaiting the primary combat in Illinois
next Tuesday after his landslide victories
in the three Southern states. His Southern
triumphs catapulted him into undeniable
status as the Republican front-runner.
Reagan ran his delegate count to 167,
with 998 needed for nomination by the GOP
National Convention in Detroit this July.
By comparison, former U.N. ambassador
George Bush had 45 delegates and
Anderson, 13,

Hospital readied for shah
PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP) - Doctors and officials worked under tight
security yesterday to prepare a local
hospital ward for a delicate spleen
operation on the deposed Shah of Iran,
medical sources said.
The sources, who asked not to be identified, said Paitilla Hospital - a private
Panamanian clinic - was declared a
security area by authorities and all
employees and medical personnel were
ordered not to talk about what they were
doing.
A New York spokesman for the deposed monarch said Shah Mohammad Reza

John Gacy found guilty of 33 sex killings f
CHICAGO (AP) - John W. Gacy Jr., whom
prosecutors called the "worst murderer" in
the nation's history, was found guilty in the
sex killings of 33 boys and young men yesterday by a Circuit Court jury of seven men and
five women. The jury deliberated only one
hour and SO minutes.
The former building contractor was convicted of 33 counts of murder and of taking
indecent liberties with a minor and deviate

sexual assault. Both those latter charges
stemmed from the disappearance of Robert
Piest, 15.
The verdicts were read by the clerk of the
court while Gacy sat without expression,
staring straight ahead.
When he was taken from the court, his lips
were clamped and he walked briskly under
heavy guard.

JUDGE LOUIS B. Garripo of Cook County
Circuit Court asked each of the Jurors, who
were selected six weeks ago in Rockford, 75
miles northwest of Chicago, if they heard the
verdict and if it "now is your verdict."
In each case, the jurors replied "Yes."
Garripo told the jurors to return at 1:30
p.m. today, Gacy's 38th birthday, for a hearing on whether to impose the death penalty.

Walt r*]isneM World

Pahlavi's spleen is inflamed, enlarged
and probably associated with a tumor,
and that he will undergo an operation
soon to have it removed.
The former monarch now lives on
Panama's Contadora Island. His last
medical check-up a week ago showed he
had severe anemia and low white cell
and platelet blood counts, the New York
spokesman said.
DR. BENJAMIN Keen, the shah's personal physician, refused to disclose the
data of the operation for security
reasons, the spokesman said.
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sports
Anich, Ryan lead BG
runners in nationals

Volleyball's loss is
BG swimming's gain *
by Ken Koppel
staff reporter

Bowling Green's athletic program might have lost a good
volleyball player, but it gained
one superlative swimmer.
BG's swimming standout Cathy
Bujorian, who excelled in
volleyball while in high school,
had aspirations of participating in
that sport in college. However,
prior to her decision to attend BG,
she made a choice she does not
regret.
Since committing herself to
swimming, Bujorian has gone on
to become probably the most versatile Falcon swimmer, with the
individual medley (butterfly,
backstroke, breastroke and
freestyle) her specialty.
The junior holds varsity records
in the 200-yard IM and the 400IM.
"I USED to be a backstroker,"
Bujorian said, "but I never tried
the IM in high school.
"It (the IM) is fun because it's
different, but my favorite event is
the 200 free because it's not a
sprint and it's not a distance
swim. It's a whole different
strategy from the 100 and 500. I
also didn't swim that before I
came to college."
After helping lead Akron St.
Vincent-St. Mary's to a secondplace state finish in volleyball,
she began swimming as a senior
at practices of the Akron
Firestone men's team. It was the
coach at Firestone that began to
sway her toward the pool.
"The thing that really saved me
was that year at Firestone," Bujorian said. "If it weren't for him
(the coach) and his program I
would have probably taken
volleyball."
It didn't take long for the young
woman they call 'Buj' to establish
herself in the water. As a
freshman, she helped qualify the
Falcons in the national swimming meet in both the 200 and 400
freestyle relays.
THIS YEAR she went one bet-

by Christopher Shark

ter, earning the right to participate in those two events, plus
the 800 freestyle relay when the
1980 national meet is held in Las
Vegas, March 19-22.
In three short seasons, the twoyear letter winner has adapted to
her new sport quite well. She held
school marks in both the 100 and
200 freestyle before they were topped by Holly Oberlin at this year's
state meet. Her time of 4:39.14 in
the 400 IM represents a clocking
of over seven seconds quicker
than Linda Zadel's record that
stood at the completion of last
season.

With the NCAA indoor track and
field championships just one week
away, the qualifiers of Bowling
Green's men's track team had
their final tune-up at Friday's
Wolverine Invitational in Ann
Arbor, Mich.
The Falcons will be represented
at the nationals, held this Friday
and Saturday in Detroit's Joe Louis
Arena, by two individual
qualifiers, John Anich and Kevin
Ryan, and by the two-mile and
distance medley relay teams.
However, due to the schedule of
Friday's preliminary events, BG's
two-mile relay foursome of Jeff S.
Brown, Terry Reedus, Anich and
Ryan will not be competing.
"Because of the time schedule,
you have to put your best where
they have a better chance of
scoring, and that would be in the
distance medley," said Falcon
track coach Mel Brodt.
"The individual events are kind
of a safety valve. In case the
distance medley doesn't qualify,
they (Ryan and Anich) can still
make the finals on their own,"
Brodt said.
This year's distance medley
foursome of Anich, Reedus, Steve
Housley and Ryan stands a good
chance of scoring, according to
Brodt, and even placing higher
than last year's All-America

"It's really nice having the
records," Bujorian said. "I'm
really proud of myself, but I'm a
kind of person who is never
satisfied with what I do no matter
how good it is. I'm a real goaloriented person."
And more often than not, it's the
person with high goals that make
good leaders.
"She's been asked to swim
everything from the IM to
freestyle," BG coach Tom Stubbs
said in rating Bujorian's ability.
"It doesn't matter putting her in
the event, she'll swim it well
which everyone can't do.
"She's very goal oriented, a
tough competitor and very
dedicated. She isn't just a good
swimmer but a good leader."
BUJORIAN just recently led
the Falcons to their seventh consecutive state championship. Her
performance of two first-places,
two seconds and a third earned
her not only a state recod in the
200 IM, but the Coaches Award for
high point swimmer.
While many would consider Bujorian's year as an excellent
career, for her it was a good comeback after the disappointment
she faced last seaon, failing to
qualify for the national meet
"I didn't drop (my times) as
much at I thought I should've
dropped," she said. "I missed
three events by like nine-tenths of
a second. It was sickening."

stafl photo by Tim Westhoven

Cathy Bujorian
Bujorian got scholarship offers
from Ohio State and Miami, but
chose BG because she was impressed by the coach. Stubbs is
equally impressed by her.
"I see her as a person that will go
out as a champion because that's
what is in her," he said. "She isn't
the type of person who's just going
to sit their senior year out."
With all the awards and praise,
Bujorian has earned since leaving
the volleyball court a few years

ago, she has fallen short of her one
goal that will motivate her next
season-qualifying for nationals
as an individual.
"It all comes down to what you
believe in yourself in swimming,"
she said. "It takes a gut-level
desire to get up at 6:30 and get in
the water and really put in an effort when you get up to 8,000 yards
a day. But you know you have to
go through the pain again and
again."

quartet, which was fifth.
"They could be a little better
ithan last year's medley teami.
but then again, so is everybody
else, at least that's the way it looks
on paper," Brodt said. "It just
depends if they want it bad enough
to do that well."
All four members ol that relay
team placed high in individual
events in Ann Arbor.
For the third time in the last four
weeks, Reedus rewrote a BG indoor track record. This time the
Warrensville Heights junior bettered his own record time in the
600-yard run (1:11.14) by running a
1:10.9 and placing second.
Anich finished fourth in th same
event by running a 1:11.39.
Anich and Reedus teamed with
Oliver'Hairston and James Wells
on HG's mile relay team which

finished fifth in 3:17.9.

"They did real well," Brodt said.
It was tne second fastest time in
this event for us, and it was the
first time that we were under 3:20
since 1966."
Competing in the two-mile run
for the first time this year, Ryan
ran a 8:58.48 to place second in his
event.
In the three-mile event, Housley
finished fourth with a 14:08.2.
For those not traveling to Detroit
this weekend, the Wolverine
Invitational was the final indoor
competition this year.

Irish 2nd in balloting
COLUMBUS - University of
Toledo basketball coach Bobby
Nichols, UT's Jim Swaney and Ball
State's Ray McCallum have been
named coach, player and freshman
of the year, respectively, in the
Mid-American Conference by a
panel of sportswriters and sportscasters.
Nichols, who led the Rockets to
the MAC championship and first
place in the first-ever MAC tournament, was named to the honor
for the second consecutive season.
Toledo's 23* record marked the
fourth straight year that UT has

won 20 or more games.
Nichols owns a 15-year mark of
265-123 and won the award twice
before. He edged out Northern
Illinois' John McDougal in the
voting.
Swaney, the MAC's third-leading
scorer with a 19 point average,
edged out senior Kenny Cunningham of Western Michigan in
the balloting. He led the conference
in field goal percentage, hitting
61.6 percent of his shots.
McCallum, a guard who
averaged 16.5 points, out-polled
Bowling Green's Colin Irish to cop
the honor.

OSU-UCLA clash highlights NCAA playoff slate

TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - Based
purely on record and ranking, Ohio
State should be considered the
favorite to win the NCAA West
Regional basketball tournament
here tonight and Saturday.
Ohio State is ranked 10th with a
21-7 record UCLA, 19-9, Clemson,
22-8, and Lamar, 22-10, all are
unranked.
But the Buckeyes are extremely
aware that each of the other three

teams in the tournament got there
by upsetting a ranked team.
The list of upset victories starts
with UCLA, the Buckeye's opponent tonight at the McKale Center
Arena on the University of Arizona
campus. The Bruins shocked
everyone by downing No. 1 DePaul
77-71 in a second-round playoff
game Sunday.
CLEMSON AND Lamar meet in

the opening game of the doubleheader tonight. Lamar is playing
by virtue of its 81-77 victory over
fifth-ranked Oregon State in playoff
action. Clemson got its upset victory in a 71-66 decision over 12thranked Brigham Young last week.
Ohio State is by no means complacent and in fact is playing its
best basketball of the year, showing it with an 89-75 triumph Sunday

Chi Omega would like to Congratulate
the New Actives!
Sharon Smith, Given Frazier, Theresa Howard, Peggy Nickley,
Sue Jeavons, Vicki Loko, Diane Frazier, Pant Grepps,
Carol Clark, Lynnette Benninghqff, Barb Scott, Terri
Hoschaurer, Karen Dryer, Cindy Stahl, Linda Hill, Meribeth
Mtmneke, Linda Kaufman, Debi Sandehiis, Jeri Letoinger,
Ashley Mayer,

and the 1979-1980 OUTSTANDING PLEDGE . . . Jenny

Pike

over 18th-ranked Arizona State.
The Buckeyes' strength has been
just that - strength in rebounding
and inside scoring. They have a
muscular front line made up of 6-10,
240-pound center Herb Williams,
64 forward Clark Kellogg and 6-9
forward Jim Smith.
"WE'RE GETTING more offensive rebounds now," Williams said.
"All of our guys are following their
shots and putting the ball back in."

"We have one of the strongest
front lines in the country," said
Ohio State guard Kelvin Ransey,
who regularly feeds the ball to
those big men. "We're going to
take advantage of it"
That's just what UCLA coach
Larry Brown is afraid of, especially if the officiating is not tight.
"If they let it go, it'll be tough on
us because Ohio State plays power

NO. 1
MANAGEMENT
Preferred Properties Co.
Houses, Apts., Efficiencies
Ph. 352-9378 at Piedmont Apt.'s
Cherry Wood Club
Office daily Mon.-Fri. &
Sat. afternoon in March

offense and loves to get the ball inside to Williams," Brown said. "If
we win, it'll have to be with defense
and quickness.
"I've seen Ohio State play a few
times, and I haven't seen a better
team this season," he said.
"Playing them is like playing a pro
team, they're so physical. They're
bigger than us at every position.
They're well coached, and I'm a little frightened."

WANTED

BC

News Needs
Creative, imaginative,
Ambitious, Dependable
Sales people
EXCELLENT EXPERIENCE
MUST HAVE CAR
GOOD PAY

Apply by Today.
106 UNIVERSITY HALL

TIME-FLEXIBLE DEGREE PROGRAM
A CHANCE FOR FRESHMEN TO EARN
UP TO 45 CREDIT HOURS TOWARD THEIR
BACCALAUREATE DECREE

LAST DAY TO APPLY: APRIL 1
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS,
CALL 372-0202 OR STOP IN
THE UNIVERSITY DIVISION
AT 231 ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
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Partial wreaks scheduling blues
Somewhere in the How to Run a College" manual lies the written rule that
every student must receive a partial
schedule. This golden rule includes
everything from giving the student no
Class he requested to a blank piece of
paper
As a sophomore student. I have come
to accept this tn-annual event. During the
eighth week of every quarter. I expect to
receive in my mailbox a little envelope
containing that lovely message
After I opened my envelope this
quarter. I took out four pieces of paper,
none of them the same color. (That must
have some significance to someone, but I
have yet to figure it out. Maybe they are
trying to appeal to our senses with this
collage ) One of these colored papers (the
white one to be exact) said "Do Not
Panic."
What do they mean "Do Not Panic?"
How can I do anything but panic? I have
heard people screaming that the partial
schedules have arrived and I have found
out that I am one of those victims. Not
panic! They have got to be kidding.
WITH A HEAVY HEART, I withdrew the
most important piece of paper, the green
and white cne. On this paper lay the
message: "Your registration request for
spring quarter has been processed with
the following result-" Then it lists all
those courses that I faithfully signed up
for four weeks ago with the hope that
maybe I would receivesome of them.
Next to the specific courses were those

®yiti ©ff ]?©m$>
by Kathryn A. Coll
dreaded words "closed course." I have
heard rumors that some people receive
partials with the words "approved," but I
have never seen this mystic phenomenon
Since I have figured out that I'm always
selected as one of those honored
students that shall (at all costs) receive a
partial. I always fill out my alternate
schedule. I do this in the hope that maybe,
by some far out chance, I would get a
class that I wanted. This vain hope was lo
no avail. Next to my list of alternate
courses was the phrase "not used."
Again, the mysteries of that great computer have baffled me.
AFTER READING that special
message, my eyes ventured down the
green and white page to find that sad and
familiar message: "Therefore, you are officially registered for the spring quarter
1980 in the following classes-." My eyes
vainly searched for some clues about
what my next quarter would entail, but
that section of the page was blank.
My mind failed to comprehend that the
page was empty. How could they have left
me with nothing? Was I supposed to take
a vacation for a quarter and hope that
next fall I would have a better chance?
I was considering taking my handouts

AFTER READING this hopeful
message, my eyes again frantically searched the page for my appointment time.
But that lovely computer that cares so
much about my welfare had neglected to
put on a time. Thank goodness though,
that I did know where to go to get some
help.
Then I was off to the Grand Ballroom. I
was going to be first in line so that maybe
I could get a few of the classes that I
needed. I was met at the door by one of
those pleasant scheduling ladles. She
politely told me to get lost.
After I recovered from this shock of being told to get out, I told her thai I didn't
have a time listed for my appointment, so
how could I come at the right time If I
didn't know when that was. She then told
me that she understood my problem and
maybe they could fit me In before they
closed on Friday. Joy of joys, I had an ap-

pointment, but I thought by the time I'd
get there all the classes would be closed.
SO I WAITED, and waited until that appointed hour on Friday. When I got to the
table, the kindly lady told me, as I had expected, that all the classes were closed
and that I would need closed course
cards to get any classes at all. After shedding a few tears, I got up and left, beaten
by an infernal machine.
Since, I am not the type to be easily
defeated, I dried my tears and went to the
offices of the courses that I desired.
I thought that maybe I could take
Bulgarian Silent Films of the 1980s I
needed a humanity credit (maybe I should
recommend it to my professors) so it
would really fit the bill. I journeyed over to
the college office, only to find a note
taped to the door that read much to my
dismay, "We are not giving out closed
course cards." Reading between the lines
I got the message: Leave us alone and
don't come back.
I followed their advice. After taking my
finals in History of Cat Fur and Bicycle
Doding 101 and 102, I will be off to Cuba
for the next two weeks. I will come back at
the beginning of the quarter and hope to
sneak into a few of the classes that I
need.
The computer has won again. It has
followed the college manual to the letter.
Together they have ruined the end of my
quarter and will make me pay next quarter
for the changes I will need. Someday I
hope to ruin that computer.

Price takes Wilde back to Dayton
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from political science and dropping them
on myself, but as I was about to do this
terrible deed, I noticed a phrase at the
bottom of that terrible page. It read: "Your
schedule has only been partially completed." (I wish it had.) "We request your
assistance in completing it." (What happened to all those hours I put in four
weeks ago?) "Please come to the Grand
Ballroom in the Student Union at the time
listed below to make the necessary
changes. "(How can I make changes
when I don't even have beginnings?) "If
you are unable to attend at the time listed
below, please contact the check-in staff."
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DAYTON, Ohio (AP) - After an absence of nearly 100
years, Oscar Wilde Is scheduled to be back in town this
week. At least, It will be the spirit of the British author
and playwright which will be making a return engagement In the person of actor Vincent Price.
Price is scheduled Friday to be portraying Wilde at
the same site that the British author actually gave a lecture here In 1882.
The setting of the Price material Is a Paris concert
hall during the last year of Wilde's life, after he had
spent two years in prison on charges of sexual immorality.
"WILDE survived the terrible thing of prison, and his
genius and wit survived beyond," said Price, who has
appeared in dozens of plays and movies.
"Genius is the rarest thing in the world, and the
tragedy of genius always has fascinated people.
"You can't make an exciting play about the life of
Rubens In spite of his success, wealth and social
status," Price said, "But you can do a play about Van
Gogh and Rembrandt. There la a tragic moment In their
lives, and they rise above it - which is what every person

wants to do with his life, to rise above the tragedy of
mediocrity, the greatest tragedy man has."
WHEN WILDE, who wrote "The Importance of Being
Earnest," made his visit to Dayton In 1882, he was sarcastically received by the Dayton Dally Democrat.
"This is the age of advertising and Oscar Wilde has
been lucky enough to get more of It gratis than any
other living crank," the newspaper reported.
Gene Kleman, associate professor of communication
arts at the University of Dayton, said Wilde set out by
carriage to see the city's "objects of Interest."
HE RATHER admired one church, but regretted what
he felt was the overuse of cathedral glass. He also liked
the Miami River and commented, "How lovely are those
Indian names."
He also had some advice for his hosts.
"You must never let your manufacturers pollute the
air with smoke," Wilde said.
"When I called at the residence of Mr. Probasco In
Cincinnati and looked down on the filthy cloud that
hung upon the city, I was astounded - how long can
beauty exist among so much that Is vile?"

Public TV looking to fill up the coffers-again
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Public TV
stations are out with the tin cups
again, reminding us of the valuable
truth in that crude maxim, "There's
no such thing as a free lunch."
"Festival '80," it Is called, a
panhandling extravaganza; begging
elevated to an art form and robed In
elegant euphemisms:
Viewers who pledge money to the
local station aren't called "donors"
or "benefactors." They're called
"subscribers," a term presumably
meant to Impart a sense of privilege
to the act of forking out bucks.
MORE OFFENSIVE, even, is the
use of the term "Festival '80" to

describe the thrice annual moneyraising periods. If this is a festival,
so Is a visit to the dentist, or a tax
audit.
What "Festival '80" really means
is a two- or three-week period In
which your local PBS station airs its
most commercial stuff and
beleaguers It with Insistent pleas
for money. Sometimes It Is gentle
supplication; more often, it approaches brazenness, even impropriety.
In the Jast couple of weeks,
barkers for KCET, the PBS station
here, have resorted to asking
children to call in pledges on behalf

of their parents. "You kids like
Sesame Street,' don't you? Well,
call in your pledge now."
ALAS, there appears to be no better way.
"We don't like it, our viewers complain about It, It really la a pain,"
says KCET station manager David
Crippens of the begging. "But It provides the basic support of the station."
Just at a time when PBS needs to
expand Its programming to meet the
challenge of Pay TV, a congressional freeze on the CPB allotment
will reduce the amount of money
given next year to the local stations.
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'60s power pop
by Dan Kane
When Detroit rock Is mentioned, hard rockers such
as Bob Seger, MC5 and Ted Nugent usually come to
mind. How interesting then to see a tresh young band
emerge from the Motor City with its roots in the '60s
British invasion.
The Romantics
made their area debut before a
full house at Toledo's Touch of Class last Wednesday. While their album is v ery good, it is on stage that
this power quartet is really in its element. Nattilly attired In matching red leather suits the band played an
energetic set comprised of reved-up versions of all
the album's songs, a few unrecorded numbers, and
an exciting encore of the Swingin' Blue jeans oldie.
"Hippy Hippy Shake."
The band rocks harder in concert than on record,
injecting a shot of raw power into their already fine
songs. Guitarist Mike Skill is the one to watch
onstage, as he skillfully draws riff after riff from his
Rlckenbacker, expertly complementing, yet never
overpowering, the overall sound.
The professionalism of the band consistently was
impressive as they performed one snappy rocker
after another with narv a pause In between.
The Romantics have taken the basic '60s British
sound, added a contemporary edge, and come up
with a sparkling example of power pop music. The
term "power pop" has been negligently used to
describe many mediocre bands, but is used here to
describe classic car radio music-catch melodic rock
with a strong chorus.
THE ALBUM starts off with "When I Look in Your
Eyes," a rousing opener that Instantly established
the Romantics sound. Their songs typically begin
with an Insistent guitar/drum riff that Is then
overlayed with an engaging verse, followed by a grabber of a chorus featuring Mersey-Liverpool harmonies.
"What I Like About You," Is perhaps the best song

One way to compliment the album Gradually Going
Tornado Is to say that It has one of the most original
titles seen on an album cover In a long time.
Another way to compliment It is to say that It is graced by one of the best-known drummers around - a musician whose past credits include Yes, King Crimson and
Genesis - Bill Bruford.
A title and name like these two Is a sure way of anticipating 45 minutes of good music. Actually, Gradually Going Tornado Is not the dynamo of sound that one
might expect.
BRUFORD, who wrote or co-wrote six of the eight
songs, Is joined by Dave Stewart on keyboards, Jeff
Berlin on bass and lead vocals, and John Clark on
guitar. Surprisingly enough it Is Berlin who Is the most
impressive member of the group, with vocals like Greg
Lake of ELP and a distinct mastery of the bass.
The songs "Age of Information" and "Land's End"
begin and end the album and are the weakest the album
has to offer. "Age of Information" Is about the problems
people have when trying to communicate with each
other. But the song Itself Is a problem in communication, a rambling of sounds that go absolutely nowhere.
If you get through this one, rest assured things will get
better.
"Land's End," titled no doubt to symbolize the end of
the album. Is a 10-minute Instrumental that Is not much
better than "Age of Information." This one Is basically a
iwo-parter; part one Is boring and part two Is also boring. Ten minutes of boredom Is a poor way to end an
album.
HOWEVER, the quality picks up a bit with "Q.E.D."
and "Palewell Park." "Q.E.D." may be the finest song on
the album, one that sounds very much like the music of
Billy Cobham on his album,Spectrum There is a strong
feeling of modern Jazz to the song, an Instrumental that
has a clarity of sound lacking In many of the other
songs on Tornado.
"Palewell Park," also an Instrumental, nicely uses only piano and bass In a way that shows some expertise
on the part of Stewart and Berlin. Although the two
■ '
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by Joe Barrett
"The songs ate an 3-snrtment of feelings and emotions expressed tedundantly as only the Knack can."
This is part of a quote by Commander" Chapman, the
Knack's producer, which summarizes nicely this second
effort at music-making by the Knack, dubbed. Buf The
Little Girls Understand. Maybe the little girls understand, but no one else does, and it's doubtful if they'd
want to
The album starts out with their single "Baby Talks
Dirty," another typical song in the mold of "My
Sharona" the group's unexplainably No. 1 single of last
summer. The overriding drum beat that never lets up is
present also in "Baby," and you get the feeling that it
will be in every other song also. There are various implied sexual variations detailed in the song, such as lesbianism and sado-masochism

photo by Dan Kane

Romantics vocalist and lead guitarist Mike Skill
revs up during the band's recent show in Toledo.
here, and has hit written all over it, as does much of
the other material. It has been given this song enthusiastic airplay, and as a 45 release, the song (and
album as well) Is charted nationally in Billboard with
a bullet.
"Tell It to Carrie" and especially "Till I See You
Again" continue this formula, each having an unmistakable early-Beatles feel.
"She's Got
Everything," an old Kinks song written by Ray
Davles, and "Little White Lies," a rocker reminiscent
of the Dave Clark Five, two other standouts, sound
like 1964-vintage smash hits.

don't mix as well as they might, this song reflects a
degree of professionalism.
The four other songs lie somewhere in the middle, being about average in terms of artistic quality.
"Gothic 17" takes a hard look at child-parent relationship. Although the lyrics have something to say, the
music is nothing for Bruford to brag about.
And of course there is something most albums have,
a song that makes no sense, "Plans for J.D." It Is hard
to tell exactly what this one is all about. It seems to be
one of those self-indulgent songs that Is meant to be
meaningfully abstract, but really ends up being too daffy for the listener to be quite sure what the message is.
Gradually Going Tornado is an album that has very
definite ups and downs. Some old-timers of rock may
expect a lot more from Bruford than they are going to
get when they hear this album, and they are probably In
for a disappointment. Sometimes it has themes that say
something, almost, and sometimes the music comes
close to picking you up, and that is more than many
albums do. But an "almost" album is not enough to
make it with audiences today, and Tornado doesn't
seem to have what It takes.
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Bruford drums up mediocre LP
by Scott Bateman
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MOST OF the other songs sound much the same
These include ' I Want You," "It's You," "End of the
Game," and "The Hard Way." There is no appearance
that any of these event attempts to break out of the
mold created by the first song.
The only other songs worth mentioning on the
first side include 'Mr. Handleman," and "Hold on Tight
and Don't Let Go." Mr. Handleman," which starts out
with an bongo-type drum beat, with Fieger singing a
slightly different voice, is quickly disappointing
THE ONLY downbeat song on the album "How Can
Love Hurt So Much," closes It out. After an a cappella
beginning the listener is treated to some traditional
rock 'n' roll wailing of the broken-hearted. Even this
does not work. Any kind of melancholy mood Fieger
tries to create with the song is destroyed by some murmuring at the end which Is totally Irrelevent to the setting and atmosphere of the song.
Fieger's continual preoccupation with the insecutity
of his love relationships wears thin quickly. By the time
we hear "The feeling I get is You don't wanna feel it with
me..." in "The Feeling I Get" It Is useless. We have
"heard" it in every other song on the album.
Producer Chapman, as he states on the back cover,
thinks the Knack Is "...The future of rock 'n' roll " If so,
God helps us all. He also says "...Making a Knack album
is like dying and going to heaven." In the listener's case,
only the former part of the statement applies.
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Film festival screens the classics
by S.A. Streichler
Movie audiences ol 1980 may be
somewhat mote jaded than audiences ol
1940 We are no longer shocked when
Rhetl Buller says. "I don't give a damn "
We no longer believe the romantic images
of America's last century. It has even
been charged that everything has appeared on camera and on the screen.
Classics, however, remain classics
And Wednesday nights in the Gish Film
Theater, the classics ol the American
cinema come to life. Sponsored by UAO,
the series is entitled 'Retrospective ol
the American Film." and runs until the
end ol May.
The UAO pro^'am. according to Dr.
Jack Nachbar. associate professor ol
Popular Culture and director ol film
studies, affords an excellent representation ol film history.
THIS WINTER'S 'arc included westerns,
drama and musicals, among other acclaimed motion pictures. More recent film
triumphs will appear soring quarter.
This winter's series had its share of
leading men and leading ladies,
regardless of the type of film. In some
cases the stars overshadowed the plot.
The plot of Top Hal. for instance, was
upstaged by song and dance.
Astaire and Rogers may be the bestknown dancers of the pre-war screen.
Scarlett and Rhett, however, hold the title
lor the most famous romance. What
would Hollywood history be without Gone
With the Wind, and what wouldGone With
the Wind be without Clark Gable and Vi-

vien Leigh?
EVERYONE AGREED that Clark Gable
was the obvious choice (or the role of
Rhett Butler
everyone, that is, except
the book's author. Margaret Mitchell.
The casting of Scarlett O'Hara,
however, was not as easy. In spite of
Hollywood's vast store of beautiful (and
sometimes talented) leading ladies, producer David O. Selznick was forced to
launch a two-year search for the ideal
Scarlett. Finally Vivien Leigh was chosen
and her performance is probably the
finest of her film career.

the marriage ol Will and Amy Kane at
about 10:30 am. to the final shootout at
noon
Two films in the series dealt with World
War II. The Best Years ol Our Lives, the
supreme box olfice success of the 1940s,
deals with the problems of returning servicemen. From Here to Eternity (1953),
which was shown last night, takes place
before the war. Its essential purpose, ac
cording to Nachbar, is not social commentary; it deals with the situations ol individual people
No doubt large audiences will attend next quarter's films. Every WednesCASABLANCA, in 1943, starred Ingrid day evening this spring, the Retrospective
Bergman opposite Humphrey Bogart series progresses through the movies ol
Nachbar reminds us that this pairing of the 1950s to the present day.
Bergman and Bogart was greeted with enthusiasm. In fact, the film was a turning
point in both ol their careers.
And as time goes by, Casablanca remains a classic.
II stereotypes of the Old South appear
by Jeffrey Radt
in Gone With the Wind, stereotypes of the
Old West appear in Stagecoach. For exSomething is definitely wrong at Mornample, John Wayne, as the Ringo Kid, por- ingside. Corpses disappear, bizarre
trayed the "good bad guy." Claire Trevor dwarves run amok and a deadly silver
was Dallas, the lady of questionable vir- sphere cruises as sentinal to the strange
tue, but who really had a heart of gold. luneral home. Bill, a daring young lad, and
Alas, perhaps such creatures really did his equally daring older brother become
exist somewhere on the wild Irontier.
aware of the unusual occurrences, and
Slagecoach, however, was not the only long after the average American would
western to appear in the "Retrospective" have packed his bags and moved out of
Series. The 1952 western High Noon, star- town, our two heroes move in to inring Gary Cooper and Grace Kelly, was vestigate.
shown Feb. 27.
Late one night at the mortuary, they run
HIGH NOON introduced several new into an obstacle in the form of a very tall
techniques. The film lasts 85 minutes,
man whose only objectives seems to be
and the plot itself spans 85 minutes, from murder. The ensuing chase provides plenty of tension for the climactic sequences.
This all happens In UAO's weekend
midnight movie Phantasm. Don
Coscarelli is the man responsible for this
enjoyable tale of fantasy and terror. He
wrote, photographed, edited and directed
the film on a slim budget. The result is an
entertaining hour-and-a-half send-up of
the B-movies of the '50s.
LIKE ANY true B movie, Phantasm has a
weak story and its share of poor acting,
yet enough thrills and chills to keep one
on the edge of his seat. The dream sequences and an excursion into a parallel

James Dean appears in East ol Eden
(April 9). which is based on Steinbeck's
novel. Charlton Heston drives a mean
AMERICA'S social climate is not the
same today as it was in the late '60s. This
should not, however, diminish the appeal
ol The Graduate Dustin Hollman portrays little boy lost, fresh out of college,
and Anne Bancroft is seductive as Mrs.
Robinson.
II you watch the television series,
U'A'S'H, but have never seen the movie,
you are in for some surprises. Donald
Sutherland and Elliot Gould star in the
original film on May 21.
The series concludes on May 28 with
The Godfather

Phantasm spews terror

MCFQII

universe tend to get confusing, but do not
hinder the hectic pace maintained by
Coscarelli.
PHANTASM is a fun film, but not for
weak stomachs. Senseless violence runs
rampant and is best exemplified in one
unforgetable scene in which the deadly
silver sphere claims a victim. The cruising
ball projects two fork-like hooks that
wedge themselves Into the victim's
forehead, and then a miniature drill drives
its way through his nose bridge and
spews blood several feet into the air. This
gruesome event is bound to draw applause from any demented audience.
There's much more of the same within the
house of horrors, and if its your cup of
tea, you'll get more than your moneys
worth.
Phantasm is reminiscent of The Fury,
Alien and more recently The Fog. These
films have great box-office potential. With
no speculation on the changing attitudes
of society, the popularity of these films
certainly shows a building interest in the
macabre. But better in the theater than on
the streets.
And due to the overwhelming response
to Phantasm, Phantasm II went into production in January. Will It never end?
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pftoto By Tim Carrig

The University Symphony Orchestra rehearses "torn* ol the greatest music in the world" at the Musical Arts Center.

Hijsenjbks burst witl} eiifotioi?
by S.A. Strelchler
Say "orchestra" and many people Imagine a stage
crowded with black-clad musicians, furiously playing
their instruments. The performers glance at the score
on the music stands in front of them, but pay careful attention to the baton of the conductor. The result is
music.
To an extent this image is true. The stage may be
crowded with musicians, depending upon the size and
type of orchestra. The musicians may indeed be clad in
black. Of course, they will be playing their instruments.
< They will be playing furiously, however, only if the mood
demands It.
, Of the various musical ensembles associated with
the College of Musical Arts, at the University the orchestras tend to be the most versatile, according to
Emil Raab, director of orchestra activities.
Throughout the centuries, a large amount of music
has been written for orchestras, more than exists for
other types of ensembles.
"MOST OF WHAT has been written has been for orchestra," Raab pointed out, citing the richness and
^ variety of orchestral literature. Few students realize the
role the orchestras play at the University, he added.
Of the University orchestral ensembles, the University Symphony Orchestra boasts 52 string and 22 wind Instruments plus percussion and harp. Music scores must
. be selected to suit the capacity of such a large body,
Raab said.

There is a variety of literature for both types of orchestras, Raab said. A student can be exposed to more
music in an orchestra than he can in a band, for instance, or in a choral situation, Raab said.
MANY AREAS in the college of Musical Arts have profited from the orchestra, he said. The orchestra participates In numerous "Service Programs." Choral
groups request accompaniment, as do student soloists.

Of the University orchestral
ensembles, the University Symphony Orchestra boasts 52 string
and 22 wind instruments plus percussion and harp. Music scores
must be selected to suit the
capacity of such a large body...
Musical comedies can benefit from orchestral support,
Raab pointed out.
Some of the greatest music In the world, according to
Raab, has been written for small ensembles. Players of
string instruments - themselves orchestra members comprise a number of small ensembles, which may be
in the form of quartets or quintets.
However, it is essential to note that the orchestra
does not exist for service alone. Its talents extend far

beyond mere accompaniment. Both the Chamber Orchestra and the Symphony Orchestra perform pure orchestral works in their own concepts.
WHEN CHOOSING music for the orchestra, Raab
said, he has several criteria to consider. One is the difficulty of the music. The ability of the University orchestra must be weighed.
Guest soloists often appear with the orchestra. The
soloist chooses his own material, and the program is
then built around his selections.
Variety is a must. For example, in a concert the content should represent a number of eras and modes. A
balance must be maintained.
FOR INSTANCE, Mozart may be an old favorite. Two
solid hours, however, of Mozart's precise and symmetrical tones could turn audience opinion against the
Classical period. Besides, old favorites must share the
spotlight with contemporary artists.
The programs of the orchestra concerts support the
notion of variety. As part of the 1979-80 Dedication
Series, for example, the Christmas Concert took place
December 9. Guest conductor Karel Husa directed the
Symphony Orchestra in his own contemporary composition, Festive Ode. Handel's Messiah, a classic from the
18th century, was performed by the combined forces of
the Collegiate Chorale and the Chamber Orchestra.
The Symphony Orchestra concert of January 20 included the Eastern European tones of Dvorak as well as
the Germanic melodies of Brahms. The soloist was
continued on page 6
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seating of strings, unlike that of winds, may change during the year.
Not all of the orchestra players are music students.
Many players major in fields other than music. In such
cases, the orchestra provides a means for maintaining
musical skill.
In fact, some of the more advanced musicians also
perform on a professional basis with other orchestras
in the area, such as the Toledo Symphony Orchestra or
the Detroit Civic Symphony. Linda Murray, for example,
plays first cello in both the Symphony and the Chamber
Orchestras and plays first cello with the Lima Symphony.

continued Irom page 5
violinist Paul Makara
THE FEB. 10 concert, also part ot the Dedication
Series, began with the Romantic dynamics ot Franck.
progressing to Berlioz and Bruch.
Finally, the concert was tempered by the 18th century
strains ot Oragonetti. The guest soloist was Gary Karr. a
double-bass artist
Music tor smaller orchestras may not be as grandiose
as symphonic scores, but the Chamber Orchestra enjoys its share of diversity In the Oct. 25 concert, forex-

Before the first rehearsal of fall
quarter, all winds and percussion
must audition before members of
the faculty of the College of
Musical Arts. The most advanced
performers enter the University
Symphony Orchestra.

In fact, some of the more advanced musicians also perform
on a professional basis with other
orchestras in the area, such as
the Toledo Symphony Orchestra
or the Detroit Civic Symphony.

ample, harmony was achieved between several modes
of music. Mozart scored again with his balanced
Classicism, but the concert also featured pieces by
Bach. Ravel, and Bizet. Mezzo-Soprano Evelyn Petros, a
member of Columbia Artists, performed.

From the Symphony Orchestra, Raab chose players
for the Opera Orchestra. Directed by Eugene Dybdahl,
these musicians accompanied singers in the fairy tale
melodies of Massanet's Cinderella, presented last
weekend.

MUSIC IS not the only thing to be selected for the orchestra. Performers themselves must be selected.
Before the first rehearsal of fall quarter, all winds and
percussion must audition before members of the faculty of the College of Musical Arts. The most advanced
performers enter the University Symphony Orchestra.
The seating remains constant throughout the year. For
example, those flutists selected to play first chair remain in that honored position for the rest of the year.
The orchestra auditions can be compared to football
team try-outs. The most qualified players achieve firststring status.
Raab noted the particular talent of wind performers

UNDER THE BATON of Ivan Trussler, director of
Choral Activities, the Choral Orchestra Concert will
take place April 27. Pianist Virginia Marks will perform,
and the program will include the music of Ralph
Vaughan Williams.
Plans have already been set for next year's orchestral
season. Throughout the year, the Symphony Orchestra
will enjoy four concerts of its own. Guest soloists will
Include faculty members Edwin Betts, trumpet, and
Herbert Spencer, horn. Artisl-inresidence Young Nam
Kim, violinist, will perform. In addition, Mezzo-soprano
Beverly Wolfe, of the metropolitan Opera is slated for
an appearance.

photo by Tim Carrtg
A symphony band member practices on her
French horn.
at the University.
The process is somewhat different for string performers. For those who have performed in the orchestra
the preceding year, there is very little difficulty.
NEWCOMERS, however, must audition. Auditions for
string players take place during fall quarter, and the

the
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Ex-Beatle wife
gives her story
by Frank Rlzzo
A TWIST OF LENNON
by Cynthia Lennon. Avon
Books, New York, 190 pages, $2.50.
Could this be a typical English husband suggesting a
change of residence to his roving housewife?
"Christ, Cyn, we'll have to get out of this death-trap
before they kill me, I had no idea it was going to be like
this."
That desperate appeal was made by then-Beatle John
Lennon to wife Cynthia as Beatlemaniacs converged
daily on the doorstep of their apartment.
Coping with considerable public attention and the
high-pressure lifestyle of a recording star were part of
both John and Cynthia Lennon's day-to-day existence.
There were other more ordinary features of their relationship that have not previously been described in
print.
HAVING BEEN caught up inside the cyclone of
Beatlemania when it roared loudest "Beatle wife" Cynthia Lennon found herself with a lot to tell. And she tells
it in this informative action-packed retrospective of her
relationship with John and the other three members of
the "Fab Four."
Cynthia's light-hearted style ("It (my hair) was a
rather nondescript colour, but I had convinced myself
that when the sun shone on it, it had beautiful golden
tints, at least that Is what my mother had always told
me") enhances an already intriguing tale.
Her ticklish version of how she became acquainted
with John at the Liverpool College of Art ("The only
thing John and I had In common was that we were both
blind as bats without our glasses.") leads into her
reminiscence of John's Involvement with two highschool kids named Paul and George who were attracted
by rock 'n' roll music.
BEFORE LONG they were joined by John's oil-painter
friend Stuart Sutcllffe and the four ot them set out upon
the Liverpool bar scene to see what they were worth
musically. Cynthia relates her fondness for the boys
and their offstage rappon She tells of her worry as John
became increasingly enchanted with music and eventually lost Interest In and discontinued his art studies.
Before long, Cynthia was growing ever closer to John
and the Beatles were really tuning up their sound. The
group took on drummer Pete Best and hit It big In Hamburg, Germany, and then returned home to play their
way Into the hearts of English record-buyers.
Cynthia's drawings that resemble scenes from
Yellow Submarine and poetry she wrote for her friends
and to describe her own situations add to the entertainment.
THE LIGHTNESS of Cynthia's tone continues through
the story of the couple's hastily-convened wedding, a
scene which was as outragous as that of holy
matrimony In the Rocky Horror Picture Show.

photo courtesy or the Audio Center
Cynthia Lennon tells all in A TWIST OF LENNON . her account of marriage to Beatle John Lennon (right) and
their relationship to fellow band members Paul McCartney, Ringo Stan- and George Harrison.
Back in Liverpool the Beatles came under the direction of promoter Brian Epstein, who would soon lead
them into rock's gold mines. The group had tragically
lost Stuart when he died of a brain tumor during their
Hamburg stint.
Pete Best was soon replaced ("...he just wasn't on the
same wavelength and It was beginning to Irk the boys")
by Rlngo Starr. The "phenomenal" success of the
singles "Love Me Do" and "Please Please Me," which
they recorded after the addition of Rlngo, raised the
group to celebrity status.
THE FACT that John Lennon, Beatle, had actually
married Cynthia Powell, student art teacher, was not
known to anyone but the group and the couple's close
family and friends for more than a year. Cynthia soon
found herself having to deal with what her husband had
become to the English public. Although wide public
recognition was an obvious Inconvenience for her, she
felt relieved not to have to deny that John was her husband as Epstein had wished until that time.
The constant recognition factor coupled with the
pressure put on John of recording, movie-making and
just being a Beatle strained their relationship. The two
could not really enjoy each other In their normal surroundings.
"Holidays seemed to be the only times that we really
came together and had a chance to satisfy each other's
needs without pressure or Interruption," Cynthia writes.
By 1967 the Beatles had found marijuana, LSD and
the drug culture to be catalysts for their creativity. Cyn-

thia recalls how John would come home from the studio
stoned with other partiers who would lounge around
the Lennon's place late Into the night. She resented the
increasing influence that the psychedelic drug scene
exerted over the group.
CYNTHIA FOUND LSD trips frightening while John
saw them as illuminating and beneficial to his work. It
was during this period that she felt herself drifting apart
from John psychologically as she felt no need to do
drugs.
The group's later fling with Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
and the Yoko Ono affair that blew up in her face are recounted In detail. After John left Cynthia, she was more
amazed at what she had gone through for eight years
than bitter for having been pushed aside by fate, love
and fame. One wonders: Why did she wait nearly ten
years to come out with the book? Did It take her that
long to collect her thoughts after going through the
whirlwind of Beatlemania?
To read about the Beatles from an inside source is an
experience that broadens one's perspective on the unique and controversial career of the band. How did the
events affect the people who made them happen? Cynthia's generous use of detail does not slow the pace of
the story. Her true feelings about the events and the personalities of the era are stated clearly.
The publisher's claim that "unless John, Paul,
George or Rlngo write their memoirs, this is as close as
you're going to get" should not go unnoticed by either
Beatlemaniacs or rock music lovers.

Adventure guides supply tips for tantalyzing trips
by F.L Carollo
Excitement! Romance! Danger! Intrigue! Action!
Adventure is great, Isn't It? Sure, you
may have to work during spring break and
over summer vacation, but wouldn't It be
neat to be able to afford to just go out In
search of adventure Instead? Well,
whether you can afford to actually do It or
not, you can certainly read about adventure, and not just in fiction, either. Three
recently published books serve as handy
"how-to" manuals for planning real-life
adventures.
The first Is Kibbutz Volunteer by John
Bedford. It contains information about
working on more than 200 Israeli kibbutzim and additional tips on money, law,
customs and sightseeing The author has
worked on a kibbutz for two years and ap-

pears to know his stuff.
BESIDES A directory of kibbutzim and a
general orientation to the structure and
function of a kibbutz, the book details
other work available In Israel and an overview of the country. Particularly helpful
are the sections on who to contact,
what's free, what languages are spoken
and things to do. This 128-page book Is a
revise d and enlarged edition for 1980 1981
and costs $6.95.
Another Interesting volume Is
Travellers Survival Kit: Europe by Roger
Brown. This, too, is a new and enlarged
edition for 1980-1961 revised by David
Woodworth. It explains the "European
method of getting around Europe."
In addition to the usual Information on
passports and customs, money, transportation, accommodations, comunlcations
and language, this book has some helpful

ideas on dealing with the metric system
and health and hygiene. Perhaps best of
all, the book is truly comprehensive.
Besides the standard Western European
tourist spots, the Warsaw Pact nations of
Eastern Europe (behind the Iron Curtain)
are also covered. All In all, 27 countries
are Included In this 192-page book. The
price is S8.95.
ANOTHER book In this crop is Adventure Holidays 1980: Overseas by David
Stevens and revised by Susan Griffith. It
Is a directory of alternatives to the standard package tour, a compendium of the
"exciting things to do that ordinary travel
guides don't Include." Organized by activity, It runs the gamut from archaeology
to wildlife safari.
Unlike the other two books, Adventure
Holidays doesn't tell you what to do In a

given place, but rather short excursions
to month-long trips, the guide spells out
who to contact, how much it will cost and
when to go. The book costs $6 95 and is
220 pages of tantalizing suggestions for
getting away from it all.
All three of these books are published
by Vacation-Work of Oxford, England, and
are exclusively distributed in the U.S.A.
through Writer's Digest Books of Cincinnati. If you are Interested in any of these
paperback reference works, they can be
ordered directly from the publisher at list
price plus $1.25 for postage and handling.
Even though it's true that life Itself Is an
adventure, it's worthwhile to put in a little
time and effort to research additional
adventures. Like the beer commercial
says, you only go around once in life, so
you might as well grab all the gusto you
can. Go for it!

Ixtiir®
Daniels settles in his ranch
NASHVILLE. Tenn (AP) Home is special lo Charlie
Daniels and his rock-country band Alter all. he's away
trom home playing concerts approximately 250 days a
year
So when he comes home, it's meaningful
Daniels, who won a Grammy award last month tor his
1979 hit song "The Devil Went Down to Georgia." lives
on 75 rolling acres he calls the Twin Pines Ranch about
25 miles east of downtown Nashville. He. his wife and
their 14-year old son. Charlie Jr., live in a log cabin.
"WHEN I'M home, I'm home 24 hours a day." Daniels
says
"My family and I spend the time doing things we can
do together We very rarely go out and parly much."
The whole family are avid horseback riders. They have
a stable of quarter horses and Tennessee walking
horses
"I GUESS ' I've got any kind of hobby, its horses,"
Daniels savs "Country boys just like to ride.
"I starteo doing it lor pleasure about four years ago.
but now I've found it's a real need. It's a way for me to
get completely away from things for a while."
It was on his ranch that Daniels, a tiddler and
guitarist, broke his arm and two fingers in an accident
Jan. 29. His sleeve became caught in an hydraulic posthole auger and he spent a week in the hospital.
He'll be back playing, and working on his farm, in
another month or so.
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Monty Pythons Fiy.no Or
cuwv irreverent religious spoof.
"L.feot Brian" is the UAO Cam
pus Movie Tomorrow and Satur
day nights at 6 45. » 30 and 10 15
Admission is II with University
ID The movie will be presented
in the Main Auditorium ol
University Hall

tries are being accepted lor the
Second Annual Student Film
Festival to be held at 7 p.m on
April 19 The deadline lor entries
is 5 p m on Friday. April W
All films will be judged by a
panel ol three faculty members
and Norman Dresser, film critic
tor 'he Blade in Toledo

HAwl

The ViOmght UAO Campus
Film tomorrow and Saturoav is
the gory thriller. "Phantasm."
guaranteed to spook even the
strong hearted The tilm is 11
with University ID and will be
shown in the Mam Auditorium of
University Mall

A Women For Won,en
Feminist Coffee Hour will be
presented tomorrow night trom 8
to II m the Cardinal Room.
Union Singer Chris Collier and
poet Kathi Crawford wtll per
form The event Is free and open
to all.

UAO Campus Films reminds
all student filmmakers that en

The BGSU Trumpet Ensemble
will perform tomorrow night at 8
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*n Bryan Recital Hall, Musical
Arts Center This performance is
tree and open to all
Kobacker Hall, Musical Arts
Center, will be the scene of a con
cert by *he Women's Chorus
Saturday n.ght at 8. The perfor
mance is Irec and open to all
Violinist Young Nam Kim and
pianist Paul Schoenfield will
give a recital performance Sun
day at 3 pm in Bryan Recital
Hall, Musical Arts Center The
performance is free and open to
all.
A Creative Arts recital will be
presented in Bryan Recital Hall
at 5 p m Sunday. This perfor
mance is Iree and open to all

Aifto
The artwork of University
Graduate students will be on
display from? 5p.m. Saturday m
the Gallery of the Fine Arts
Building. More than 30 Universi
ly graduate students wtll be
represented m this mulfi media
exhibit, which is tree and open to
all

Bwnfli
Always wanted to learn folk
dances Irom other countries?
Thanks to the hoofers of the BG
Folk Dancers, an International
Folk Dancing exposition will be
held tonight from 8 30 to 11 in 105
North Gym. Everyone Is
welcome to this trte demonstra
tion and instruction.

50's GREASE NITE PARTY
Featuring
The Live Music

Series depicts rural South
LOS ANGELES (AP) - It started when Alex Haley and
Norman Lear met at a party and started talking about
their boyhoods.
Out of that chance meeting came "Palmerstown.
U.S.A.," a limited series about two best buddies - one
black and one white - growing up in the rural South in
the 1930s
"Everything important in my career has happened to
me by chance." said Haley, author of "Roots." which
became a television phenomenon. "I might go to three
parties a year, and in the foyer I met Norman.
"Several things happened. We liked each other instantly. And we got to talking about our boyhoods.
"We both enioyed it so much we hated to grow up.
Then we said we should get together some time - and
became the first people in Hollywood who ever said that
and did get together."
HALEY AND LEAR embarked on what was a new venture lor each of them. Haley had never done series
television before, and Lear, famous for such comedies
as "All in the Family" and "Maude," had never done a
dramatic show.
"Palmerstown. U.S.A.," which will air during the spring, makes its debut Thursday night in the CBS spot
usually occupied by "The Waltons." It should be a very
compatible time period for such a show.
Jermain Hodge Johnson stars as Booker T. Freeman,
the black youth, and Brian Godfrey Wilson as David
Hall, who is white. The show also stars Jonelle Allen,
Beeson Carroll, Bill Duke and Janice St. John as their
parents.
HALEY said that, unlike "Roots," the series is strictly
fiction.
"We don't have a single episode that happened when
I was a boy," said Haley. "Palmerstown is my
hometown of Henning, Tenn., only in the sense that it's
svmboiic cf all small Southern towns.
"Booker Freeman is not me. He is also symbolic. I
doubt it there was a black community in the 1930s that
didn't have at least one boy named Booker T. And many
blacks took the name Freeman after the Civil War to
show that they were free men."
THE PREMIERE two-hour show, written by producer
Ron Rubin, revolves around a dispute between the boys'
fathers over a grocery bill. It threatens the boys' friendship. Booker's father Duke is the town's blacksmith and
David's father Carroll owns a grocery store.
The name ol the show came from Haley's middle
name, which is Palmer. It was his mother's maiden
name.
Besides the series. Haley is completing work on
"Search," his book about the writing and research ol

B MLB liEGEEe
at the

Dixie Electric Co.

Wear Your Straight-Legs, Ponytails,
Bobby Sox and Plenty of Grease...
and We'll Let You Slide
Thru Our Doors
There Will be All Kinds
of Specials-Including a 50's

LDtiJCJGG L*liLLVL5£V
Doors Open 8 p.m.
Located on Rt. 25

874-8649
North of Bowling Green

BE THERE or BE SQUARE!!!

